
CLIENT TESTIMONY AND IMAGE  
AUTHORIZATION AND RELEASE FORM  

I hereby acknowledge and affirm that my testimony, made on behalf of my employer (hereinafter 
“Company”) as the case may be, for the purpose of promoting and publicizing DiliTrust and its 
subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively referred to as “DiliTrust”) may be used by DiliTrust, free of 
charge, as further described herein. 

I hereby grant DiliTrust the right to acquire, use, transmit, publish, and disseminate, directly or 
through third parties, my name, the Company’s name, images/videos, audio recordings, 
biographical information, testimonials and quotes (collectively referred to as “Material”) without any 
restriction on use, including but not limited to web, social media, radio, television and other media 
formats. 

I understand that the Material may be used across different platforms for purposes such as publicity, 
illustration, advertising, and web content, spanning both print and electronical mediums.  

I authorize DiliTrust to make changes, alterations, and edits as it deems necessary or appropriate, 
including the selection of specific portion or quote from the testimony and its translation into 
languages chosen by DiliTrust.   

I acknowledge that international copyright and intellectual property rights on the Material shall 
exclusively vest in DiliTrust who will be entitled to broadcast, publish, or distribute these Material in 
any manner it deems fit, in perpetuity. 

I waive any right to inspect or approve the final product wherein any of the Material appears.  
Furthermore, I agree not to assert any monetary or other claims against DiliTrust arising from the 
utilization of the Material. 

I hereby warrant and represent that I am at least 18 years of age and have the right to contract in my 
own name. I declare having all necessary authorization to represent and act on behalf of the 
Company. 

By ticking the box, I signify my approval, including of the privacy provisions outlined below, and I 
therefore have no further claims for compensation. 

Privacy provisions 

Pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2016/649 ("GDPR"), please be advised that the personal data provided 
will be processed for the purposes as indicated in the above extended release by the DiliTrust sas 
and its affiliates.  Those purposes include the making and using of videos, images, photographs, 
audio recordings, testimonials and their processing for the other purposes within the legitimate 
interest of DiliTrust. In the processing, DiliTrust may use processors, such as the platform Claym used 
to register and store the videos. 

The personal data provided will form the subject of processing operations in compliance with the 
GDPR.  Such if will be processed by paper, telematics and on any other suitable support in 
compliance with current legislation and the principles of correctness, lawfulness, transparency and 
confidentiality. 

The provision of consent to the processing of personal data is optional. At any time, it is possible to 
exercise all the rights indicated in the GDPR, in particular the cancellation, or rectification of data. 
These rights can be exercised at any time by sending a written notice to DiliTrust acting as the Data 
Controller or contacting the DPO via this address: contact-dpo@.com. 

Please consult DiliTrust’s privacy policy via the following link for further information to this regard: 
https://www.dilitrust.com/privacy-policy/.
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